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ABSTRACT 
Let G be a connected locally finite graph. A matrix D = ( di j) is a front divisor of 
G if there is a partition of V(G) into classes V,, V,, V,, such that (1) for each i, j 
and each u E V, there are exactly dij edges emanating from u and having the 
terminal vertex in Vj, and (2) for each i, the set V, is finite. Let D- be the matrix 
determined by (D - ), j := (di jd,,) ‘/’ If X is a graph or a matrix, let a(X) denote its . 
spectrum. It is shown that (I( D- ) 5: a(G). If G is a distance-regular graph, then the 
distance partition of G determines a front divisor P. It is shown that in this case 
a( P - ) = a(G). As an application, the spectra of all infinite locally finite distance- 
regular graphs are determined. 
1. BASIC DEFINITIONS 
Let G be a countable locally finite graph with vertex set V(G) = 
{ 01, v2, 03’. . . }. The adjacency matrix of G, A = A(G)= [aij], i, j = 
1,2,3 ,..., is defined so that its (i, j)th entry is equal to the number of edges 
between oi and vj. 
Let Z2 be the Hilbert space of all complex sequences x = (x,, x2, x3,. . .) 
for which 
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We fix the complete orthonormal system { e,, es, es,. . . } in 12, where ej is the 
sequence which has 1 as its ith entry, and zeros at all other places. The 
system {e,, ea, es,. . . } is called the Hilbert basis of 1’. The adjacency matrix 
A = [a i j] of a graph G can be viewed as a linear operator over l2 which is 
defined on the Hilbert basis as follows: 
Aei=(ali,a2i,a,i,...), i = 1,2,3 ,.., . 
As G is a locally finite graph, Aei is in 12. Thus A can be extended to a 
dense subspace of 1’ which is spanned by the Hilbert basis. The obtained 
densely defined operator is symmetric and thus closable [8]. The closure of 
this operator is called the adjacency operator of the graph G. The adjacency 
operator A of a locally finite graph G is a closed, symmetric, densely defined 
operator. It is known [5] that if G has bounded vertex degrees then its 
adjacency operator is bounded. In this case it is necessarily defined every- 
where on 1 2 and it is self-adjoint. 
Throughout this paper we shall identify infinite matrices with the oper- 
ators, defined on 12, in just the same way as we did above for the adjacency 
matrix of a graph. 
If A is the adjacency operator of a graph G, then we define the spectrum 
of the graph G, denoted by a(G), as the spectrum of A. The spectrum is 
divided into three parts: the point spectrum u,(G), the continuous spectrum 
u,(G), and the residual spectrum u,.(G). The residual spectrum is empty if A 
is self-adjoint. The graph spectra do not depend on a labeling of the vertices 
of G, although A depends on it (up to unitary equivalence). 
Let G be a connected locally finite graph, and let D = (d i j) be a matrix 
with integer coefficients. We say that D is a front divisor of G if there is a 
partition of V(G) into classes V,, V,, V,, . . . such that 
(1) for each i, i and each v E Vi there are exactly d i j edges emanating 
from v and having the terminal vertex in Vj, and 
(2) for each i, the set Vi is finite. 
For a more detailed description of divisors of graphs see, e.g., [2, Chapter 41. 
For finite graphs it is known that, if D is a front divisor of G, then u(G) 
contains the spectrum of D as a subset. For infinite graphs we prove a similar 
result. Let D - be the matrix determined by (D - )ij := ( ni/n,)‘/2d ij, where 
nk is the cardinality of the set V,, k = 1,2,3,. . . . We show that u( D - ) is 
contained in u(G). 
Let G be a distance-regular graph. Vertices at a fixed distance from a 
chosen vertex x E V(G) determine a partition yielding a front divisor P 
which is a tridiagonal matrix. We prove that in this case u(P - ) = u(G). As 
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an application we determine the spectra of all infinite locally finite distance- 
regular graphs. 
2. THE DIVISOR OF A GRAPH 
Let G be a locally finite graph with bounded vertex degrees, and let 
D = (d ii) be its front divisor with the corresponding partition V(G) = V, U V, 
U&U ..-. If ni = IV& i =1,2,3 ,..., then let di; :=(ni/nj)1/2dij and 
D - = (di7 ). 
LEMMA 2.1. The matrix D - 
= d,; = (dijdji)1’2. Th 
= (dii ) is symmetric: more precisely, d ,; 
e adjacency operator A of G and the symmetriized 
front divisor D - are everywhere defined and bounded operators on 12. 
Moreover, they both are self-adjoint. 
Proof. The number of edges between v]. and Vj is equal to nidij = njd ji. 
Therefore, if d,, f 0 then ni/nj = dii/dij, and consequently di7 = 
(n,/nj)1/2dij = (dji/dij)‘/2dij = (djidij)1’2. Since G has bounded vertex 
degrees, A is bounded and self-adjoint [5]. Each vertex v E V has degree 
deg( v) = Zjdi j which is less than some constant M, since G has bounded 
vertex degrees. In each column of d there are less than M nonzero entries, 
which implies &dki < M maxk dki < M2. By the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality 
we have 
The same bound holds for columns, and by the theorem of Schur [7], D - is 
bounded. This implies that D - is self-adjoint. n 
For finite graphs it is known that the spectrum of the front divisor is 
contained in the spectrum of the graph. Our main theorem generalizes this 
result. We need some preliminary lemmas. For j = 1,2,3,. . . let xi E Z2 be 
the vector which has its ith coordinate equal to n,: ‘I2 if vi E Vi, and 0 
otherwise. Clearly the vectors xj form an orthonormal system. Let rij be 
equal to 1 if vi E Vi, and 0 otherwise. 
LEMMA 2.2. For each j, xi = n,: ‘/2Cirijei and Axi = Ckdk>xk. 
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Proof. The equation for xi follows directly from the definitions. Using 
this fact we have 
= nj”2Fd,j ni12x, = xdkixk. 
k 
Define now the operator S = 2 .e .x , I ]*. Since { ei; j E N } is a complete 
orthonormal system, we have SS * = I and S * is an isometry. Also Q := S *S 
is an orthogonal projection on the closed linear span of the system {x j} [7]. 
We are now in position to give the following key result. 
LEMMA 2.3. D- =SAS*. 
Proof. Using Lemma 2.1, Lemma 2.2, and orthogonality of xL’s, we get 
xJ?IAx, = ( Axj)*x, = cd$,*x, = dlj = d,;. 
k 
Multiply this identity by ej from the left side and by e,* from the right side, 
and sum over j and r to get the desired result. n 
Let @ be the C *-algebra generated by A. 
LEMMA 2.4. 
(a) The projection Q = S *S commutes with every operator of @. 
(b) The spectrum of every operator of @ is equal to the spectrum of this 
operator as an element of the C *-algebra @. 
Proof. (a): It suffices to see that QA = AQ. Note that the kernel Ker Q 
is equal to the set of all x E l2 which are orthogonal to every x,, r = 1,2,. . . 
Choose any x E Ker Q. Using Lemma 2.2, we get for each r 
x,*Ax = (Ax,)*x = xdj,x;x = 0. 
i 
Hence Ker Q is invariant under A. Since A is symmetric, Im Q = (Ker Q) ’ is 
also invariant under A. Hence Q commutes with A. Consequently, it 
commutes with every element of a. 
(b): A well-known fact. See, for example, [3, Corollary 1X.3.101. n 
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Denote now by lT the C*-algebra generated by the self-adjoint operator 
D -, and define an operator F: Q -+ l? by F(B) := SBS *. 
LEMMA 2.5. 
(a) F is a bounded, surjective *-homomorphism between the two C*-alge- 
bras. 
(b) For euery B E @, a(F(B)) is contained in a(B). In particular, 
o(D-) is a subset ofu(A). 
Proof. (a): Boundedness and linearity are clear. Using Lemma 2.4(a), we 
get 
F(XY)=SXYS*=SXYQS*=SXQYS*=SXS*SYS*=F(X)F(Y). 
Since F( X ) * = (SXS * ) * = SX *S * = F( X * ), F is a *-homomorphism. Obvi- 
ously, the image of F is dense in J?, but the image of every *-homomorphism 
is closed [6]. Hence F is onto. 
(b): Clear by (a). n 
We express Lemma 2.5(b) in terms of graphs. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let G be a locally jInite graph with bounded vertex 
degrees, ana’ let D - be the symmetrization of a front divisor D of G. Then 
a( D - ) is contained in u(G), and in particular, every eigenvalue of D - is 
an eigenvalue of G. n 
NOTE. A more sophisticated result would be that u(D) c a( A), as it is 
in the finite case [l]. However, this seems to be a hard problem. We note 
that D - is a symmetric band matrix and that D - = TDT- ‘, where T = 
diag( n:/‘) and its formal inverse T-’ = diag(n,:‘/2). It is an open problem 
if, under the above conditions on the matrices T and D, the matrices D and 
D - have the same spectrum. We believe that this is true at least when the 
sequence n,, n2,n3,... does not grow too quickly. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let G be a locally finite vertex-transitive graph with 
front divisor D and the corresponding vertex partition VI U V, U V, U . . . . Zf 
there is a class V. containing only one vertex, then: 
(a> The mapping F of Lemma 2.5 is an isometric *-isomorphism of the 
C*-algebra @ onto the C*-algebra r. 
(b) For every B E a’, one has u(F(B)) = u(B). 
(c) The spectrum u(G) is equal to a( D ^ ). 
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Proof. (a): Let V, = ( o1 } be the set with only one vertex. Then x1 = e,. 
Suppose that F(B) = 0 for an operator B E Qr. Then we have, by Lemma 
2.4(a), 0 = S*F( B)S = QBQ = BQ’ = BQ and therefore Be, = Br, = BQe, = 
0. For any index j there is an automorphism r. such that rj( vi) = ul, since 
G is vertex transitive. Denote by the same sym b 01 7rj also the corresponding 
operator in Z2. Obviously, rj is unitary and vr:lBvrj = B, since the same 
relation holds for A = A(G). it follows that Bej = rjwlBrjej = n/‘Be, = 0. 
Hence B is trivial. Consequently, F is an injective *-homomorphism between 
the two C*-algebras and is an isometry by a well-known result [6]. 
(b): This is an immediate consequence of (a). 
(c): Recall Lemma 2.3 and use (b). n 
3. DISTANCE-REGULAR GRAPHS 
Matrices related to graphs and their spectra provide an effective tool in 
the theory of distance-regular and distance-transitive graphs (see, e.g., [ 1, 21). 
Recall that a graph G is distance regular if for any natural numbers i, j, k 
and for any two vertices X, y E V(G) which are at distance i, the number of 
vertices z E V(G) for which simultaneously d(x, z) = j and d(z, y) = k (d is 
the distance in G) is independent of x and y. We denote this number by p& 
Let G be an infinite distance-regular (simple) graph with parameters pik 
as described above. Denote by ni the number of vertices which are at 
distance i from a (fixed) vertex x E V(G). Note that ni is independent of X. 
Suppose that the vertices of G are numbered, V(G) = { ol, 02, oc,. . . }. 
Define infinite (0,l) matrices A,, A,, A,,,. . . as distance matrices of G, i.e., 
(Ak)ij = 1 if d(v,, vi) = k, and 0 otherwise. Since G is a simple graph, A, is 
its adjacency matrix. Next define infinite matrices P,, P,, Pz,. . . by ( Pk)ij := 
p& and matrices P,- , P; , P2-, . . . by (P; )i j := ( ni /nj)‘j2pjk. 
Consider A, as the adjacency matrix of the graph Gck’ with the same 
vertex set as G, and two vertices adjacent if at distance k in G. Fix an 
arbitrary vertex x E V(Gck)), and for i = 0, 1,2,. . . let Vi be the set of vertices 
at distance i from x in G. It is easily seen from the definition that the matrix 
P, is a front divisor of Gck) corresponding to the partition V( Gck) = V, U V, 
uv,u .*.. Moreover, the matrices Pk- as defined above are related to Pk 
just in the same manner as D - to the front divisor D in Section 2. By 
Lemma 2.1 we know that operators A, and Pk- are everywhere defined, 
bounded, and self-acljoint. By Theorem 2.6 we see that a( P; ) is contained in 
@A,). 
Using Theorem 2.7 and the result of Ivanov [4] that every infinite locally 
finite distance-regular graph is distance transitive (and hence also vertex 
transitive), even more can be shown. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let G be a locally finite distance-regular graph. Then for 
each k, a( Pk- ) is equal to the spectrum a( Ak) of the operator A,. 
Proof. Note that the classes in the partition V, U V, U V, U . . . are sets 
of vertices at a given distance from a chosen vertex X. The set V, = {x} 
contains only one vertex. Since G is also vertex transitive [4], Theorem 2.7 
applies. n 
E_XAMPLE 3.2. As shown in [4], the intersection array of an arbitrary 
infinite distance-regular graph is of the form 
i 
* 1 1 . . . 1 . . . 
0 s-l s-l ... s-l . . . . 
r r-s r-s .,. r-s . . . 1 
For each pair r, s such that s divides r, there exists a unique distance-regular 
graph T(r, s) with the above intersection array. It is obtained from the 
semiregular tree with degrees s + 1 and r/s in the two bipartite blocks, by 
taking vertices in the block with degrees r/s and joining two vertices of this 
block if they lie at distance 2 in the tree. We shall make use of Theorem 3.1 
to determine the spectrum of T(r, s). It is easily seen that no = 1, and for 
each i > 0, ni = r(r - s)~-‘, Hence P,- = (s - l)Z + (r - s)l12R, where I is 
the identity matrix and R is equal to 
R= 
‘6 P 0 
P 0 1 
10 1 
1 0 1 
1O 
in which p = [r/( r - s)] ‘I2 and 6 = - (s - l)/( r - s)~/~. If we replace in R 
the numbers p by 1 and 6 by 0, we get an operator R’ with the spectrum 
a( R’) = a,( R’) = [ - 2,2] (see, e.g., [7, Exercise 5.3.81). Since R is a compact 
perturbation of R’, it has the same spectrum as R’ with possibly some new 
eigenvalues of finite multiplicity. Some straightforward calculations show that 
such eigenvalues must be of absolute value greater than 2. Denote by X such 
an eigenvalue of R, and let x = (xi, x2,. . . ) E l2 be a corresponding eigen- 
vector. It is easy to show that xk = apk-‘, k > 2, for some p such that )Z.L( < 1 
and X = Z.L + l/p. The first two rows of R then give xi = a/p and (p2 - 1)~’ 
+ 6~ - 1= 0. This quadratic equation has always real roots, one of them 
being of absolute value less than 1 if and only if s(s + 1) > r. In this case 
p = -(r - s i12 ) /s. The final result is the following: the spectrum u,(T(r, s)) 
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of T(T, s) is equal to the whole interval 
[ - 2(r - s)1’2+ s - 1,2(r - s)1’2+ s - 11) 
with an additional isolated point X, = - r/s if and only if k := r/s < s + 1. 
In this case R has the eigenvalue 
x 
of multiplicity one, 
xi = [(k - 1)/k]@, 
has then the point 
and the eigenvector x = (x1, x2,. . . ) with coordinates 
xi= { -[(k-l)/s]1/2}j-1, ja2. The graph T(r,s) 
s-l+(r-~s)~‘~h= -r/s= -k 
in the spectrum. Since T(r, s) is vertex symmetric, this eigenvalue is of 
infinite multiplicity. 
Finally we show by an example that the condition that the sets V, which 
determine the front divisor are finite is essential for Theorem 2.6. The graph 
Z’( T, 1) is the infinite r-regular tree, and the matrix D = [r] is its (generalized) 
“divisor” with only one class V, = V. But a(D) = {r } is not contained in 
a( T( r, 1)) = [ - 2( r - 1)112, 2( r - 1)‘/2]. 
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